
South Holmwood, Dorking, Surrey RH5 4NU
Guide price £1,950,000
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Located in a sought-after location; this outstanding five-bedroom detached family home encapsulates the ideal of modernity from its streamlined, modular design to its minimalistic open plan interior. Combining both a luxury finish with the convenience of a free-flowing spatial design, this property
is truly stunning. 

This attractive property embraces a clever design radiating modernity through its striking composition, distinctive design of white rendered exterior walls with punctuating grey framed windows, flat roof and sits within a large plot, of which is home to; beautifully landscaped front and rear gardens,
wrap around stone paving, an integrated double garage, large private tar and chip surfaced driveway and all approached via a motorised sliding security gate.

Upon entering, it is evident the entirety is transcending and has been crafted and finished to a high standard with hardwood Oak flooring, ironmongery, Spanish Oak doors and French polished on site, oversized skirtings, multiple aspect solid windows, sliding doors, modern fixture and fittings, brand
new carpets and a neutral grey colour palette throughout. The vast amount of space this property offers is elevated with the extensive use multiple aspect ribbon windows and sliding doors. Entering into the first reception hall, one of four reception rooms, this versatile, atrium style space offers
itself as a beautiful, grand entrance hall and benefits from a floor to ceiling window on entrance and a large bespoke Oak and glass staircase. Following through, the spatial planning of the property is exentuated within its open plan design allowing free flowing movement between all reception rooms.
With the entire width of the rear being glass fronted the connection between garden and property is streamlined whilst providing panoramic views. The kitchen exudes opulence from large multiple aspect sliding doors to the tailor made fitted kitchen with downlighting. The kitchen has been crafted
to a high standard and comprises of several bespoke wooden fitted units, white quartz stone work surfaces, a breakfast bar, large central island, integrated American style fridge/freezer and sits upon an elevated position overlooking the adjoining dining area. Several contemporary appliances have been
integrated throughout; Siemens five ring gas hob fitted within the island, dual wine coolers, two double Siemens ovens, Siemens dishwasher, Blanco sink. The floor is marble ceramic, complete with under floor heating, of which spans the entirety of the ground floor reception rooms. A separate
utility neighbours with a selection of the same wall and base units, stainless steel integrated sink and side access door provide extra storage. Adjoining, the dining area is a large space currently accommodating a large dining table and chairs, whilst reaping the benefits of the panoramic views. Abutting
this room, the adjoining terrace area benefits from a lit architectural Arbor, a stunning area to enjoy the summer sun. Flowing through, the two further additional reception rooms of which could function as a family area, drawing room or home office are beautiful spaces and both carpeted. Floor to
ceiling windows and sliding doors allow all the reception rooms to have an abundance of natural light whilst also opening up out to the decked terrace areas and captures the landscape garden perfectly.

To the far right of the property, an internal annex with its own living area with sliding doors, double bedroom, shower room and kitchenette is located. All of which can be accessed via the main hall or via its own entrance door to the side of the property. 

The ground floor also gives access to a downstairs cloakroom of which comprises a wall hung toilet, curved wall hung basin with wood vanity unit and ceramic marble effect tiling. An additional large storage cupboard housing the electrics is located in the entrance hall. A door from the hall gives access
to the double garage (of which benefits from motorised double doors) houses the Worcester Bosch boiler and Mega Flow hot water tank. 

The finely designed bespoke Oak and glass wrap around staircase, within the entrance hall, gives access to the first floor where four double bedrooms are situated. The landing emphasises the expanse of the property with light bouncing from the ribbon windows to glass banisters, whilst offering a
floor to ceiling glass door out to the warp around decked terrace/balcony. 

The master bedroom, located to the rear, boasts multiple aspect floor to ceiling wrap around windows and a sliding door, of which leads out to the expansive decked terrace/balcony – a perfect additional area of which can accommodate outdoor furniture to enjoy the morning sun or for alfresco
dining. The clever design of glass balcony banister and same level flooring allows the living space and garden to run seamlessly from one another – a typical feature of modern design. The room comes complete with separate his and hers walk in dressing rooms/wardrobes – one of which houses
bespoke integrated floor to ceiling wooden storage cupboards. The generously sized en suite comprises of; an integrated bath with detachable shower, wall hung toilet, wall hung bidet, large double walk in shower and his and hers wall hung basins with wood vanity units. The additional four bedrooms
are in keeping with the contemporary feel throughout boasting brand new grey carpets, neutral décor and modern appliances and fittings. Bedroom two benefits from a walk in dressing room and all benefit from en suites. All the en suite bathrooms have been finished to a high standard and follows
the modern colour palette this building exudes; they all comprise double walk in showers, wall hung toilets and curved wall hung basins with wood vanity units. All bedrooms feature sliding doors allowing natural light to flood the rooms, whilst providing access to the terrace/balcony. The elevation of
these rooms, along with the continual ribbon windows and sizeable sliding doors, allow for a plenitude of countryside views, a simply stunning feature this property offers. 

Further benefits; underfloor heating throughout on both levels, eye-lighting throughout, Texecom alarm system, panic alarm buttons in the master bedroom. 

South Holmwood is a semi-rural location boasting spectacular views and countryside and approximately 3 miles south of the popular town of Dorking. The village of Beare Green, which is about 5 miles, provides local shops together with a railway station which services trains to London Victoria. The
town of Dorking provides an excellent range of shops together with leisure amenities and train services to London Victoria and Waterloo. There are a number of excellent schools within the area, both state and private, which include St John’s, Leatherhead, Boxhill at Mickleham and Cranleigh School.
The A24 provides access to the M25 at Leatherhead, both Gatwick and Heathrow airports and the National Motorway Network. The property lies just to the south-east of the Surrey Hills, which provide some of the finest walking and riding countryside in the area.
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IMPORTANT NOTE TO PURCHASERS:
We endeavour to make our sales particulars accurate and reliable, however, they do not constitute or form part of an offer or any
contract and none is to be relied upon as statements of representation or fact. Any services, systems and appliances listed in this
specification have not been tested by us and no guarantee as to their operating ability or efficiency is given. All measurements have
been taken as a guide to prospective buyers only, and are not precise. Please be advised that some of the particulars may be awaiting
vendor approval. If you require clarification or further information on any points, please contact us, especially if you are travelling some
distance to view. Fixtures and fittings other than those mentioned are to be agreed with the seller.




